AN EASY ROUTE INTO
ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY
USING THE
ZWO ASIAIR PRO

WHAT WILL I COVER?
• Introduction
• The challenges starting Astrophotography
• What is the ZWO ASI Air and what can it do and how does it help
• ASI AIR workflow
• Key features demo

MY ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIENCE
• I have always been interested in Astronomy and photography.
Joined the ASE in October 2020
• No observing or astrophotography experience
• I bought a mirrorless Canon M6 – November 2019 for general
photography

Pleiades and Venus conjunction

• Christmas 2019 my son bought me Photographing the Night
Sky by Jennifer Wu and James Martin
• Prompted me to try a few things with my M6 on a camera tripod,
no tracker.
• Amazed at the number of stars you could image with a digital
camera on a relatively short exposure (<10s – wide angle)
• But did not get too far before summer

• Decided I would like to go further, but …..

Orion over Edinburgh airport
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At first it all looked a bit complicated and steep learning curve
Lots of great software and hardware to choose from, but how to get started?
Needed to simplify some aspects to allow me to get started without getting lost in the detail.
The ASI AIR helped to simplify getting started by providing a one box solution

WHAT IS IT AND WHAT CAN IT DO
• ZWO ASIAIR Pro is a smart WiFi device that allows you to control all ZWO ASI USB 3.0 cameras and ASI
Mini series cameras from an Android phone, tablet or iPad when connected to ASIAIR via WiFi

• Offers an opportunity for automation in the areas of mount control or autoguiding, even if you’re shooting with
a DSLR or non-ASI astronomy camera.
• Covers Polar alignment, GoTo mount control, Autoguiding, Plate solving, Focus control, Filter control, camera
settings and sequence management all via one interface on your phone/tablet
• ASIAIR was introduced in 2018 , ASIAIR Pro 2019. Regular software updates since.
• Raspberry Pi-based running a cut down version of PHD2

• Once polar aligned and focussed everything else can be done inside via the app.☺
• Removes the need for a Laptop

• Everything in one integrated package that works well together – easy to follow
and get started
• Will also run on a laptop via widely available emulator software

WHAT IS IN THE BOX

Not supplied with a power
supply!

BACK

A 32GB Micro SD card provides 20GB available
space. Operating system and apps takes about 7GB
of the 32GB
Also included is 64GB USB stick that provides
additional storage.
Power input - DC 12V@5A (Min voltage is 11.5V; Max
supported current is 6A)
WiFi reset handy if need to switch to ASIAIR Wifi if
away from home where it is configured to connect to
home network

POWER AND CONNECTIVITY

There are four DC 5.5 x 2.1 mm power
outputs (camera, dew heater etc)
DSLR shutter release port
Two USB 2.0 and two USB 3.0 ports
RJ45 for LAN connection to home
network
Wireless – 802.11ac (2.4/5Ghz)
• Built in Wi-Fi connects easily to
iPhone/iPad
• Wi-Fi signal is weak but works
great if you are next to the device
Wired – Gigabit ethernet allows you
to connect back to your router or
extender allowing full access to the
device from indoors ☺

MY CURRENT SET UP
•

Prior to the HEQ5 is used a Skywatcher Star
Adventurer with my Canon as the main camera
and 120MC

ZWO MiniScope
30mm f/4

William Optics
Redcat 51 APO
250mm f/4.9

ZWO 120MM-S

Ethernet
cable

ZWO 183MC Pro

SkyWathcer HEQ5

Powerline
extender
ASIAIR PRO

IMAGING WORKFLOW UNDER ASIAIR
1. Device set up

2. Polar Align

4. Choose target

5. Set up Guiding

3. Focus

6. Imaging Sequence

ALL CONTROLLED FROM THE ASIAIR PHONE APP
Start up screen

The app is available at the Apple App Store or at Google Play for Android devices.

DEVICE CONFIGURATION
Select icon from home
screen to manage attached
device configuration

Home screen

POLAR ALIGNMENT

Plate solve

Plate solve

Adjust alt/az bolts to move yellow circle only North Celestial pole

Adjust alt/az bolts to move yellow circle only North Celestial pole

Mount rotates 60 degrees

Adjust alt/az bolts to move yellow circle only North Celestial pole

Polar aligned

FOCUSING

Go to a bright star for
focusing, take image
and then click

Opens focusing
window with video on
selected star. Focus on
star

GUIDING

Select Guide
from the home
screen.
Start looping to
search for a
guide star click

Click
To start guiding

Back on home
screen guiding data
is displayed

TARGET SELECTION

Wide range of objects available in the celestial database. Either browse or search for an
object. Once found selecting the object will bring up the GoTo icon. Select to start to slew to
target.

SHOOTING
SCHEDULE
• From home screen select
AutoRun
• Add lights, darks flats as
required
• Choose exposure, number of
shots and filters (if installed).

IMAGE PREVIEW
Each image is
displayed at the
end of each
exposure

OTHER FEATURES
• Live stacking
• Auto Exposure for taking flats
• Plate solving
• SkySafari Pro mount control
• SkySafari has a much larger object database and allows to more exact positioning to enable fine
tuning for framing

• Video
• 4 video modes 240p 320p, 480p, 720, 960p , 1080p

SUMMARY
Pros

Cons

• Mobile app allows for maximum flexibility

• Only works fully with ZWO accessories, eg
focuser etc

• Fully integrated and all features work well
together
• Can connect to home WiFi and via ethernet
allowing you to operate from inside☺
• End to end workflow

• Guiding does not have multi star alignment
(not seen this as an issue)
• Built in WiFi range is poor

• Handles meridian flip well on my HEQ5

• No Mosaic feature (planned)

• Frequent updates to software

• Supports a number of DSLR cameras, but not
the new Canon CR3 format (planned)

• Very active online community for hints and
tips

Overall a simple, but powerful device, that takes much of the complexity out of getting started with
astrophotography.

